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Transforming lives,
transforming communities.
Who we are

Our Reach

Catch22 is a social business,
a not for profit business with
a social mission. We’ve been
a charity for over 200 years,
designing and delivering
services that build resilience
and aspiration in people and
communities across the UK.

In 2015/16 we supported 44,090
people through our 138 services,
across 144 locations all over the
UK. Our 1,340 colleagues were
supported in their vital work by
314 volunteers.

We have the

Heart of a
charity
Mindset of a
business
and the

Providing high quality
alternative education

Supporting young people
and their families

Promoting rehabilitation
and reintegration

Delivering apprenticeship
& employability services

Supporting cradle to career
Catch22 works at every stage of the social welfare cycle, from
cradle to career. This gives us deep insight into the challenges and
opportunities facing individuals today.

AGE
		

2		

4		

6		

8		

10		

12		

It means we’re better at getting people into
the right jobs because we understand their
background, motivation and how to build their
skills. We’re better at improving the lives of
children, young people and families because
we understand the emotional and social issues
that they face. We’re better at encouraging
social action because we know how to unlock a
young person’s potential. We’re better at running

14		

16		

18		

alternative education because we understand the
challenging backgrounds our young people come
from. It means that we’re better at rehabilitating
and resettling because we understand why people
offend – and the challenge they face gaining
meaningful work when they rehabilitate. All of this
qualifies us to run public services because we
understand how a cycle of all of these issues can
affect a family and the communities they live in.

20		

22		

Families in need of support
Children in need
People interested in apprenticeships
Young people and adults in the justice system
Children missing from home or
care and/or experiencing CSE

Students with emotional wellbeing and behavioural issues
Unemployed young people and adults
Young people involved or at risk of being involved in gangs
Young people with substance misuse or emotional wellbeing challenges
Students not suited to mainstream education
Looked after children and care leavers
Young people doing NCS

24
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What makes us different
Catch22 is full of passionate, hard working, committed people –
1,340 of them to be exact.

Chantal Wilson, Director of
People and Culture

85%

feel like they
are making a
difference in
their job

H
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2%

of our people
are BAME
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were a Catch22
service user

7%

3%

are a care leaver

have English as
a second
language

62%

female

38%
male
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Over the next year we will be
embarking on a new adventure
of defining and celebrating who
our people are. I can’t wait to
collectively embrace our hearts
and our minds... together!

17%

y
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8% LG
as

Looking back over our 200 year
old heritage you can see the
beating heart of a charity. To
this day, it shapes how we act,
and how we’re able to help so
many people. On the flip side, we
unashamedly want to make a
surplus. We’re not seeking to line
anyone’s pockets, but to make
a surplus we can ‘invest’ in new
ideas and initiatives that are
changing the world, just like us.

7%

have been an
apprentice

OUR PEOPLE

Any success that Catch22 has
is down to our people. We’re a
diverse bunch, and all the better
for it. But there’s one thing
that runs through us all. I keep
coming back to the statement
that “we have the heart of a
charity and the mindset of a
business”, which to me perfectly
articulates the two sides of the
Catch22 coin.
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09
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What makes us different
OUR MODEL

Reform

SURPLUS FOR INVESTMENT
EXPERIENCE

Quality
Delivery

Quality Delivery

Reform

We deliver services for young
people and families, across
justice, education and into
employment. Our strong
frontline delivery expertise not
only changes lives, but gives
us direct insight into how the
system is working and what
needs to change.

We invest in new ideas that
will improve outcomes for
our service users. We deliver
reform through our existing
services, in partnership with
others and by building new
organisations.

LEARNING

We take our experience and the surplus made
from delivery, and reinvest it in piloting new
ways of doing things.
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Chairman’s letter
JIM MCKENNA

Every year, as I sit down to
write this introduction, I have
the time to truly reflect on
our work over the past 12
months. How far have we
come? How far do we have to
go? I began my introduction
last year outlining how
Catch22 would be tackling the
challenges posed by a tough
economic environment, where
reductions in public spending
were becoming the norm. They
are now very much the norm,
but one of Catch22’s greatest
assets is its ability to turn
challenges into opportunities
– for both the people we seek
to help and for the delivery of
high-quality public services.
And so, we enter 2017 with
optimism. Our sector is
transforming itself at speed

to meet the challenges which
exist in society. There are many
great examples of mission-led
organisations achieving major
social and economic impact.
At Catch22, we continue to
work hard to build strong and
trusted relationships with
the organisations we work
with and with the people
we support. We continue to
drive local accountability
by ensuring communities
are invested in solving the
social issues that sit on their
doorstep, and we continue
to unlock the capacity which
exists right across society,
empowering and equipping
communities to achieve real
change.
2016 was challenging for
many people in our society and
2017 will be no different, but
we believe that challenging
times call for forward-thinking
solutions. They also call for us
to focus on what works, and
has worked throughout our
200 years; building trusted
relationships.
This past year Catch22 has
successfully piloted an
innovative new children’s
social work model, incubated
a ground-breaking new

scheme to tackle the current
prison recruitment crisis,
developed, in partnership,
the UK’s biggest restorative
justice programme, and
created an award-winning
Public Services Lab, to name
but a few key milestones.
There are numerous further
examples in the pages ahead.
So much of this is due to our
ambition to collaborate and
innovate; through strong and
effective partnership working
and through the unwavering
dedication and hard-work of
my Catch22 colleagues.
This focus on trusted
relationships is evident in the
way we approach new ideas,
not just the relationships
we build with the people we
support. We will continue
to innovate and ‘take risk’
with ventures which break
new ground through strong
partnerships, and we will
provide a home for smaller
organisations which require
a period of incubation and
support to enable them

to grow and flourish. As
a social business we feel
accountable to those around
us who deliver, fund, support,
invest in, partner with or
otherwise share an interest
in our work to deliver better
public services. If we want
transformation of delivery, if
we want to deliver sustainable
improvements in life chances,
then we must work together to
find solutions.
I am proud to chair an
organisation that continues
to drive change and improve
people’s lives. It’s important
to take a step back and
recognise the tireless work
of my colleagues: they deliver
in extremely challenging
situations, battling rising
need in difficult conditions
to genuinely transform lives
and communities. I want to
take this opportunity to thank
them - thank them for their
resilience and their optimism.
Not only does it continue to
inspire me, but it makes a real
difference to society.

“Catch22’s greatest asset is its
ability to turn challenges into
opportunities.”
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Message from our CEO
CHRIS WRIGHT

“If we’re really serious
about taking action,
we must rip up the
current orthodoxy
surrounding public
service delivery.”

What a year it’s been. On
one hand the world is
barely recognisable; a new
administration both here and
in the States, with the UK
standing on the brink of exiting
the European Union. On the
other, looking at the public
services landscape, we could
be forgiven for thinking we’ve
hardly moved at all.
Public services are stuck
They say that the definition
of madness is doing the
same thing and expecting a
different result. And yet when
it comes to public services
we carry on, doing the same
thing, expecting outcomes to
improve.
But the fact is that the world
is not the same as when the
1948 Children’s Act came
into place. It isn’t the same
as 200 years ago, when our
colleagues put our first
apprentices into work. It isn’t
the same as 1907, when our
idea for the probation service
passed into law.
The pace of change hurtles
ever faster, and the complex
systems to which we entrust
our most vulnerable simply

haven’t kept up. Every time
we’ve faced a problem, we
haven’t questioned the system
and whether it’s fit for purpose
for today’s world. Instead,
we’ve wrapped the statutory
guidelines even tighter in
red tape. We’re left in a world
where public services have
never been further away from
the people they exist to serve.
Labyrinthine, bureaucratic,
transactional contracts that
leave people without agency
or hope.
When failure is so normalised
it becomes white noise.
It loses its impetus for
revolution. Take, for instance,
children’s services. 75%
of children’s services
departments in this country
are branded inadequate or
requiring improvement by
Ofsted. So either children’s
services departments are
struggling to deal with today’s
challenges, or Ofsted is
measuring the wrong things.
Either way, it’s the children
and families who face the long
term impact.
The need for change
Because Catch22 works
across the social welfare cycle,
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we see the patterns across
all public services. Our justice
colleagues, for instance, look
across the parapet to see the
issues they face are repeated;
across social care, education,
health and employability.
Austerity isn’t a temporary
state. We won’t be able to
salami slice our way out of this
one. We owe it to public service
users to sit down with a pen
draw a circle with them in the
middle, or even better, with
them in the room, and start
again. We’ll soon find that by
throwing out the bureaucracy,
we also throw out a lot of the
unnecessary cost.
Action and Optimism
Once we accept that the new
economics is permanent we
are left with two courses of
action. Complaints and stasis;
or action and optimism.

88%

believe that because of the
help they have received from
Catch22, they have hope for
their future

At Catch22, we choose action
and optimism.
To us, action means building
services that work for people
today, and that lay the
groundwork for tomorrow. It
doesn’t mean flashy ideas for
their own sake, but rather just

“We’re striving for our
service users and
society. It’s hard, but
we’re doing important
work.”
trying things and doing what
we know works. Action means
also recognising when it
doesn’t work, picking yourself
up and doing something
different.

to separate from the status
quo. To break free from “this
is how it’s always been done,”
to redesign services around
today’s needs. Of course it’s
hard.

It means recognising what
you have to add to society
- money, time, expertise,
and actively making your
contribution. The only way
to unlock the capacity that
exists in society is by taking
action - as an individual, but
also as a business, a local
authority, a Police and Crime
Commissioner. It’s the Scout
Pack leader. It’s the lawyer
teaching football on the
weekends. It’s the business
that makes responsible
commercial decisions, putting
its sustainability agenda at
the heart of the business and
spending its apprenticeship
levy with a charity, not a profit
maker.

And yes, it brings risk. Risk! A
word misused every day. The
real risk is that we continue
on, doing what we’re doing,
pouring money into a creaking
system, only to be surprised
when outcomes for many
continue getting worse.

But action can also be painful.
Doing something different
is messy; it takes bravery

Optimism
And that brings me to
optimism.
What the new world has
brought in uncomfortable
truths, it also brings in
opportunity. Delivering across
the social welfare cycle
also means that we can see
what’s working. And there
are lots of bright spots. We’ve
long recognised the value of
empowering the leadership of
free schools and academies,

experienced through our own
education provision. Why
couldn’t prison governors
take the same approach, we
wondered? Today they can –
and the life chances of the
men in the care of the reform
prisons have already improved.
There are bright spots across
children’s services, with some
compelling results coming
out from the Department for
Education’s Innovation funded
projects. We must highlight
these bright spots, seize
them, and build on them with
optimism.
‘With’, not ‘to’.
I’ve found that when I say
‘public service reform,’ people
expect shiny new systems. In
fact, our ideas are decidedly
familiar. Build trusted
relationships. Be more human.
Deliver local accountability;
help the community feel that
they have ownership over the
services they fund.
There’s a fantastic South
African 1980s protest phrase,
“nothing about us, without
us, is for us.” I keep this in
mind when thinking about the
design of public services. For
an individual or a community
to truly feel that they have
ownership over public
services, they must be front
and centre at the design stage.
It’s for this reason I’m so
proud of Catch22’s work.
In London, we’ve launched
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“Action can also be painful. Doing
something different is messy; it
takes bravery to separate from the
status quo.”
Restore:London, a Pan London
restorative justice service
designed by, measured by,
and overseen by victims.
This progress is reflected in
children’s services. Funded by
the Department for Education,
we are working in partnership
with Southwark Council and
care leavers in the borough
to test new approaches to
improving outcomes. By
involving care leavers from the
beginning, we’re returning the
power that statutory services
so often take from service
users.
The role of charities in public
services
For many, the very fact that
we will be delivering this
work in Southwark will raise
an eyebrow. Aren’t statutory
services the responsibility and
preserve of the state?
It’s a fast moving debate. A
colleague came back from
maternity leave recently. In
that nine months the public
conversation had moved
on, she said, from whether

charities should deliver
public services, to the role of
charities in delivering public
services.
This is a huge leap forward,
but charities are viewed with
benign scepticism in some
areas of government, a ‘nice to
have’ rather than the potential
beating heart of public
service delivery. The state still
sees itself as the owner and
producer of statutory services,
when it could take a far more
useful role as a covenor.
If we’re really serious about
taking action, we must rip
up the current orthodoxy
surrounding public service
delivery. Instead of sticking
with the status quo, we must
work out who the best person
to deliver that action is - and
then support them to deliver it.
Last October, we ran one of the
most life affirming projects
I’ve ever been involved in. At
short notice, the Home Office
asked us to launch a refugee
centre for children coming

over from the Calais ‘jungle’.
What we were able to create in
48 hours was testament to a
glorious feat of collaboration.
We needed 60 colleagues on
site, within hours. We needed
to source language teachers,
translators, health support
staff and more. There was
nothing for it but to hit the
phones. The support was
immediate, from a retired
doctor offering to restore his
licence just to help the boys,
local homeless men working
together to pack bags and a
private company laying on
personnel to manage site
security.
Day to day, we persist in
placing the state, charities and
businesses in artificial siloes.
But when you’re standing
there in the same hoodies at
3am, all hoping to do the same
good thing for the children,
organisational labels mean
nothing. We must find a way
to unearth that joint sense
of purpose when it comes to
delivering public services, at
scale.

Ever nearer
Kevin Rowland, formally of
Dexys Midnight Runners and
now Dexys, often walks past
our office here in Old Street.
I have to stop myself going
after him and telling him how
brilliant I think he is. Instead,
I’m going to conclude this
by quoting one of his hits as
a tribute to my colleagues:
“We’re striving over here/ (Ever
nearer?) I think so.”
We’re striving over here,
striving for our service users

and society. It’s hard, but we’re
doing important work. We’re
ever nearer. With optimism
and action, with a little bit of a
revolution, we’ll get there.
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Our Justice teams deliver relationship based services that
ensure positive outcomes for everyone affected by crime
(whether victim or offender).
We work in prisons and in the community. This period we
worked with 23,387 people across 20 prisons and youth
offending institutes across the UK, and in the community.
In addition, we have a strong focus on supporting victims,
delivering victims services and restorative justice work
across the country (see page 39).

Justice

Catch22 delivers education through our Academies,
Independent schools, Post-16 Study Programme and bespoke
Not in Employment, Education or Training (NEET) in-school
and off-site provision. We provide young people aged four to
18 years old with specialist education, both alternative and
Social, Emotional & Mental Health (SEMH) provision.
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Over the period, Catch22 delivered education to 6,600 young
people. In our schools, 77% of school age leavers progressed
to positive destinations – either into mainstream schooling,
training or employment.

Education
Social Action
Catch22 has delivered the
National Citizen Service (NCS)
since 2011 to 13,445 young
people all over the UK. Catch22
has a long and proud history of
delivering youth social action
projects, and today promotes
and encourages youth social
action across the breadth of
its work. Since 2015, Catch22
has delivered as a Local
Delivery Partner, throughout the
North East, North West, West
Midlands, East Midlands, South
West and South East regions.

Our areas of focus
While we work across the social welfare
cycle, we focus our delivery on five key areas
where people need the most support: working
with young people and families, working
across education, social action, justice,
apprenticeships and employability. Our
teams share their learning and best practice,
strengthening the others.

Young People
and Families

Apprenticeships
and Employability

We support young people and their families to improve
their personal outcomes, feel safe, cared for and find a
purpose in life. We deliver services for looked after children
and care leavers, children missing from home and care
or who have been victims of child sexual exploitation. We
work with young people in the justice system, those with
substance misuse and emotional wellbeing challenges.
Our young people report a 92% increase in confidence
after working with us. Read more on page 43.

Catch22 is an Ofsted ‘Good’ award-winning provider. We
deliver high quality apprenticeships and employability
programmes, relevant to the aspirations of learners, as well
as the needs of employers and the economy. Over 2015/2016
we supported 300 learners through employability, and 700
learners into apprenticeships. 94% who completed an
apprenticeship progressed into a job, apprenticeship or
further education. 84% of our learners were promoted or
received a pay increase within six months of completion.
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What we believe: The 3Ps
PEOPLE PURPOSE PLACE

Everyone needs the same three things
to thrive. Our vision is a society where
everyone has good people around them,
a purpose and a good place to live, no
matter what.
We believe it’s quite simple: access to
these three basic things is fundamental
to transforming lives and communities.
All Catch22 services deliver at least one
(and often all three) of these outcomes.
We call these our 3Ps.

Good people

A purpose

A good place to live

This is about putting the
human connections and
relationships back into public
services. Our experience
teaches us time and time
again that what makes a
difference in people’s lives
are strong and meaningful
relationships with good
people who care. Whatever
their needs, we surround our
service users with a positive
network of good people.

Having something meaningful
to do is essential for people
trying to build better lives
for themselves and their
families. That could be a
job, an apprenticeship,
education, training or even
a social action project that
contributes positively to their
communities. The sense of
achievement and value that
comes with purposeful activity
helps people understand their
own potential and opens the
door to real opportunity.

If a person has a good place
to live, a community where
they feel safe and at home,
they can properly focus on
making changes in the rest of
their lives. This is also about
encouraging and enabling
communities to be more active
and engaged, a vital first step
in creating a thriving and
prosperous society.
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A snapshot of some of our services changing lives
through a positive network of good people.
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Our mediation services in
Suffolk, Norfolk, North Essex
and Camden resolve conflict
in the community, schools,
the workplace and in families,
alongside restorative justice
mediation. Our trained and
accredited mediators approach
conflict resolution by building
relationships and encouraging
dialogue in a safe environment.
This year, our work in Suffolk
won a National Mediation Award
for Independent Mediation
Organisation of the Year.

We provide substance misuse
support and treatment to young
people across the country. Over this
period, the Hampshire 24/7 team
worked with 308 young people, with
92% of them leaving treatment
in a planned way. Catch22
specialists are based within Child
and Adolescent Mental Health
Services (CAMHS), allowing for early
intervention and for those who do
not meet the threshold for clinical
treatment to be supported.
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Axis @ the Hive is an innovative joint
project funded by Camden Council
and Camden CCG for young people
who do not currently engage with
health and wellbeing services. Young
people are supported by a team of
young adults providing employment,
housing, social care and emotional
wellbeing advice. 30% of our service
users are self-referred, compared
with a national average of 5% in
traditional services.
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People
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Our team in HMP/YOI Doncaster
builds supportive networks
around veterans in custody.
Teams of ex-military peer
mentors and specialist health
and wellbeing support groups
aim to reduce reoffending and
and provide routes into mental
and physical health services.
Over this period we worked with
87 veterans in custody in the
prison delivering a total of 594
hours of support.
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A snapshot of some of our services
driving purpose in people’s lives.
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Catch22 schools and educational
programmes work with young
people who are disengaged
from education and who couldn’t
find their place in mainstream
schooling. Supportive environments
raise aspiration and help learn,
underpinned by high quality
teaching and strong relationships.
Over this period, Catch22 delivered
education to 6,600 young people
and 77% of our school age
leavers progressed to positive
destinations – either mainstream
schooling, training or employment.

This year our apprenticeships
team worked with 700 young
people and adults, supporting
them into training and employment.
Learners are supported to achieve
qualifications and build confidence,
while employers are supported to
get the best out of the relationship
with the young person. Our services
are Ofsted ‘Good’ rated, with very
high pass rates for functional skills
maths (98.7%) and English (98.4%).
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Only Connect works to reduce
re-offending by providing young
offenders with a purpose, from
custody through to community.
In 2016 Only Connect’s 147 new
Members accessed a broad range
of projects, training and support
upon release: from music and
catering training to employability
programmes. These projects build
new skills, improve confidence
and enable ex-offenders to unlock
their potential.
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Purpose
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Work Ready London supports
young people aged 16 to
24-years-old to gain experience,
skills and qualifications to
succeed in education, training
or employment. Experienced
Catch22 staff in Stratford,
London work in collaboration with
employers to match the young
people to jobs in local businesses
and support sustainable
employment. This year we placed
300 learners into sustained work,
supporting them to find their
professional purpose.
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A good place to live, in a community where they feel safe,
means that a person can focus on living a positive life.
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Kent Secure Accommodation in
a Family Environment (SAiFE)
has been providing supported
lodgings for young people,
aged 16 to 21 and in need of
accommodation, across Kent for
fifteen years. Between 2015 and
2016 the team placed 486 young
care leavers with host families.
The 190 host families, whose role
is to equip the young people with
the skills and resilience required
to live independently, receive
comprehensive training from our
team as well as ongoing support.

A stable home can be central to
stopping reoffending. We deliver
Through the Gate services in prison,
designed to help people settle back
into communities after time inside.
In HMP Leeds, the team develops
Resettlement Plans tailored to the
needs of each person. 1898 prisoners
were released from the prison in the
last 12 months, with 100% receiving
resettlement and reintegration
support for release into the
community. 90% were released with
accommodation in place.
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Bristol Reparation works with young
people subject to court orders, to
repair the harm done by their crime.
Through unpaid work placements
(such as painting an older person’s’
house), young people gain skills and
contribute positively to the same
communities that their crime may
have affected, nurturing respect and
promoting positive relationships
across generations between victims,
communities and offenders. This
year the young people completed
924 hours of community service.
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Our Study Programmes provide
alternative education for
young people aged 16 to 19,
both vocational and academic.
Our Newark Study Programme
is linked closely into the
community, working with local
businesses, employers and
charities to ensure that learners
are able to safely access a variety
of placements. It currently has
65% of learners on placements,
with six gaining employment
and two progressing onto
apprenticeships.
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Public service reform
We believe that to achieve the best outcomes for young people and
families, we need to do things differently.
For over 200 years, Catch22
has sought to build better
public services. We use our
expertise and our insight to
design new ways of doing
things, improving outcomes
for individuals and their
whole communities. Catch22
launched in 1788 as The Royal
Philanthropic Society, where
a group met in a coffee house
to discuss the homeless
children they saw begging and
stealing on the streets. They
answered this challenge by
opening homes where children
in need were trained by skilled
tradesmen.
We see the impact of
those ideas today, in our
children’s homes and in our
apprenticeship levy.
We may also have been the
first to measure impact,
too; our archives show that
by 1848 1,500 children had
been helped and only 1 in 20
committed further offences.

Many of our reform ideas
today would have been at
home in that 18th century
coffee house. We believe in
services that are built around
people, not processes (we call
this ‘being more human’), that
involve the community through
volunteering (unlocking
capacity) and that deliver
local accountability through
different governance models.
Today we seek to reform the
system in six different ways:
1. Building new governance
structures to build the
capacity of smaller
organisations
2. Designing and delivering
innovative services that
produce better outcomes
3. Collaborating with
commissioners and service
users to design new ways
of working
4. Providing a platform for
smaller charities that share
our social mission and

supporting them to thrive
5. Partnering in new ways
with businesses to deliver
social outcomes
6. Sharing our policy and
practice insights with
government and key
policy makers, to drive
government adoption
The following pages outline
just some of the ways we’re
today trying to achieve better
outcomes, by doing things
differently.
Who knows which of these
ideas we’ll be talking about in
200 years?

Our frontline experience means that we know what
works, what doesn’t, and what needs to change.
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Community Links

Unlocked Graduates

Providing a platform for smaller charities and supporting them
to thrive

Supporting new organisations to deliver social outcomes

As a large charity we believe
we have a responsibility to use
our assets and networks for
the ‘greater good’. Sometimes
that might mean stepping
back from the spotlight and
into a more supportive role
– nurturing or building a
platform for others who share
our vision but perhaps not
our resources. Smaller scale
charities, for example, might
have great ideas and scalable
models but lack the capacity
to bid competitively, or lack
the networks and resources to
be seen and heard in the right
places. They should not be left

As our justice colleagues
will testify, the UK’s prisons
are going through a very
challenging time. Many of
these challenges - a rise in
violence, in self harm, in drugs
- are attributed to a lack of
prison officers.

to sink or swim. Sometimes
they just need a ‘leg-up’.
Catch22 has a history of
supporting small, innovative
organisations to grow their
impact. In early 2017, Catch22
partnered with Community
Links, a social action charity
providing support and
opportunities for over 5000
people a year across London.
Catch22 and Community Links
share a social mission.
Community Links has become
part of the Catch22 group,
benefitting from the back

office and group services
support of Catch22, but
continues to operate with
its own identity and charity
number.
This partnership gives
Community Links added
stability, enabling it to build on
its strong history of pioneering
new approaches for the East
London community. Catch22’s
national reach provides
additional opportunities for
the policy work of the Early
Action Task Force, which
will also positively influence
Catch22’s delivery.

It is against this backdrop
that Catch22 is delighted to
be involved in the creation
of Unlocked Graduates.
Following in the footsteps
of Teach First, Frontline,
Police Now and Think Ahead,
Unlocked Graduates is seeking
the “brightest and the best”

to contribute to changing the
status of the prison officer –
from a perception of a turnkey to recognition that the role
requires great skills, those
of teacher, social worker and
leader.
Under the excellent leadership
of Natasha Porter, Unlocked
Graduates was commissioned
by the Ministry of Justice and
has recruited 45 high quality
graduates to train and work
as prison officers. During
2016, Catch22 incubated the
Unlocked Graduates team,
providing it with the business

capacity, office space, support
and expertise to help it
develop independently.
A policy paper is one thing; but
active reform is another. We
are committed to supporting
Unlocked Graduates to be as
good as it can be, an active
contribution to a reform
agenda whose time has come.
unlockedgrads.org.uk
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Innovating in children’s services
Collaborating with commissioners and service users to design new
ways of working
Our 200 years’ experience
tells us that what people
need does not change; strong
and trusted relationships
are what matter most when
working to transform lives
and communities. But with
demand for children’s social
care rising at the same time as
continual funding cuts to local
authorities, we also need the
freedom to innovate and to do
things differently if we are to
improve outcomes for children
with fewer resources.
Project Crewe – our pilot
developed with Cheshire East
and funded by the Department
for Education (DfE) Innovation
Fund – tested an innovative
staffing and delivery model
working with Children in
Need to improve outcomes
and prevent repeat referrals
and escalation of needs. The
success of the pilot, which
has been evaluated by the
Behavioural Insights Team
(BIT), is based on listening
to each child and family, and
providing a personalised
service to strengthen the
family unit. Our evaluation
found that average social work
caseloads reduced by 30%
and there was a significant
reduction in Children in Need

cases in Crewe.
South Yorkshire Empower
and Protect, another pilot
funded by the DfE Innovation
Fund, was co-designed and
co-produced with young
people, foster carers and
social workers. The principle
of the model is providing
a network of good people
around a child. Operating
across Sheffield, Doncaster,
Barnsley and Rotherham, the
programme demonstrated
that children and young
people aged between 13 and
17-years-old who are at risk
of or experiencing sexual
exploitation can be cared for
in their own communities,
if appropriate support is
provided, rather than being
placed in out-of-area or
secure accommodation.
As a forward-looking social
business, committed to
transforming children’s
social care delivery, we are
harnessing our experience
and will co-design a
groundbreaking delivery
model in partnership with
Southwark Council – the
Care Leavers Partnership - to
improve outcomes for care
leavers up to the age of 25. We
will also be partnering with

Coventry City Council and the
Family Rights Group to test a
Lifelong Links model, which
aims to identify and nurture
lifelong family and community
based systems of support for
looked after children.
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Designing victim-led services

Catch22’s partnership with Barclays

Collaborating with commissioners and service users to design new
ways of working

Partnering in new ways with businesses to deliver social outcomes

Catch22’s work with child and
adult victims of both reported
and unreported crime is
underpinned by a victimled and relationship -based
approach. All too often victims
are ‘done to’ - but involving
them in the design of their
intervention can be a key step
in recovery. Where appropriate
and possible, Catch22 codesigns services with the
victims of crime themselves,
and tailoring support to their
individual needs.
This works for victims and
for commissioners; our Pan
Cheshire Missing and CSE

Service won the Children and
Young People Now Partnership
Working Award for supporting
young people who go missing
from home or care and/or
who are victims of sexual
exploitation.

across Leicestershire received
support and advice. Late in
2016, we were commissioned
by Nottinghamshire’s PCC to
deliver Nottingham Victim
Care for victims of crime
across the county.

Last year, Leicestershire’s
Police and Crime
Commissioner (PCC)
commissioned Catch22 to
deliver Victim First, a Leicester
based free and confidential
service for victims and
witnesses of crime. We’ve had
high engagement so far; 9,434
victims and witnesses of crime
and anti-social behaviour

In 2017 Catch22 launched
Restore:London, a pan London
Restorative Justice Service
commissioned by the Mayor’s
Office for Policing and Crime
(MOPAC) . This innovative
consortium service is truly
victim-led, designed and
overseen by a steering panel
of victims.

Meghan Sheehan, Head of
Programmes and Investing,
UK Citizenship, Barclays
writes:
We partnered with Catch22 to
co-create Connect with Work,
an employability programme
aimed at supporting
individuals aged 16+ with
the aptitude and attitude
to enter the workplace, but
who face barriers to doing so.
Connect with Work upskills
and connects the young
people with employers as well
as supporting high-growth
businesses and entrepreneurs
to create entry-level jobs for
young people who normally
would not have access to

these opportunities. We
started working with Catch22
due to their unique position as
a social business; their ability
to work easily and effectively
across both sides of the labour
market.
Catch22 is a charitable
organisation with strong links
into the community, providing
NEET individuals and exoffenders the holistic support
they need to succeed in work
but they are also a business
and understand the needs and
are able to work at the pace
required by businesses, with
the agility and flexibility to
serve their needs.

Since partnering with
Catch22, we have helped over
140 individuals into work
with businesses. Catch22
is eager to experiment and
innovate and are extremely
collaborative, always working
with both businesses and
other charities to find the best
solutions and the highest
impact. These reasons are
why Catch22 is a trusted and
valued partner of Barclays and
we continue to be delighted
to partner with such a
forward-thinking and genuine
organisation and we look
forward to continued success
helping individuals into work
through Connect with Work.
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The Public Services Lab
Building new governance structures to build the capacity of
smaller organisations
Last year we won Big Society
Capital’s Business Impact
Challenge with our concept,
the Public Services Lab a joint
venture between Catch22,
Interserve PLC, Big Society
Capital and Clubfinance.
The Public Services Lab has
been set up to dramatically
improve social outcomes
in Liverpool City Region
by radically changing the
way local public services
are delivered. It brings the
Voluntary, Community and
Social (VCSE) sectors together
to collaboratively create new
approaches and build their
ability to successfully compete
for public sector contracts.
It achieves this by brokering
new delivery partnerships,
strengthening local VCSE
organisations, unlocking
potential funding, and
working with local authorities
to design alternatives to
traditional commissioning and
procurement.
In November, we incorporated
and appointed an impressive
leadership team based in
the Cunard Building. Chief
Executive Chris Catterall
joined from The Reader where

he was Director of Enterprise.
Chair Christopher Graham
recently completed a seven
year term as Information
Commissioner and is currently
Vice-President of the Council
of Liverpool University. It is
already winning acclaim,
awarded ‘Innovative New Idea’
at the 2016 Finance for the
Future Awards.
According to Chris Catterall,
“Charities, community groups,
and social enterprises will
often have the most to offer
in delivering services that
really make a difference. The
problem is that all too often
they don’t have the scale or
business back up to win the
key contracts.
“All too often the opportunity
is lost to deliver services
that could work better for
communities. We want to
create a more collaborative
environment which gives the
Voluntary, Community and
Social Enterprise sector the
chance to build capacity,
compete successfully for
public sector contracts, and
most importantly create new
approaches which achieve
significant change.

“We don’t pretend we have
all the answers, but we have
the commitment of a unique
joint-venture partnership
to create the environment
where public services can
be dramatically improved by
bringing investors, companies,
commissioners, service
users and delivery bodies,
the community and private
sector outsourcers together to
achieve that in and around the
Liverpool City Region.”
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80%

of NCS participants
felt inspired to make
an impact in their
communities now and
in the future

The National Citizen Service
Delivering innovative services that produce better outcomes

Catch22 has delivered the
brilliant National Citizen
Service (NCS) since 2011 to
13,445 young people all over
the UK, and we delivered to our
largest cohort ever this year.

role. The positive impact the
programme can also have
on their families and carers,
creates a wider ripple-effect
across communities and
society more widely.

The programme brings
together young people from
different backgrounds to builds
skills applicable in education,
work and life. It encourages
positive leadership, community
and team working, and
social cohesion. We cannot
underestimate the power of
this social mix. At a time of
huge political uncertainty,
where division is more evident
than togetherness, NCS is a
powerful tool to ensure the
next generation to see more
in their similarities than their
differences.

Last year we asked our
participants how they felt
after taking part in the
programme. 80% of them
felt inspired to make an
impact on their communities
now and in the future. 95%
felt comfortable working
with people from different
backgrounds and 92% felt
that they had challenged
themselves.

We work with young people
from all backgrounds. This
includes young people in care,
outside mainstream education,
in the criminal justice system.
Some of our young people don’t
come from families with strong
traditions of volunteering.
But NCS changes that. It
shows them a world bigger
than them, inspiring them to
take on an active citizenship

“It’s so different
to anything
you’ll ever do
and challenges
you in many
different ways,
there’s no option
but to overcome
problems and
learn to deal
with different
situations.”
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Supporting asylum-seeking children
Delivering innovative services that produce better outcomes
Last October, Catch22 began
working with the Home
Office to mobilise a suitable
environment in which to
receive refugee children
entering the country from
the Calais ‘jungle’ under the
Dublin III regulations and
Dubs Amendment. Over the
next four weeks we ran a
successful refugee children’s
support campus in Devon.
We supported 36 children
through their first days in the
country to the point of their
reunification or fostering.
Our ability to successfully
mobilise a response within

48 hours was a testament to
our ability to think differently,
take risk and design a service
quickly - focusing on what the
children really needed, not just
what statutory guidance said
they should have.
We chose Beam House
because it was remote, but
the boys could have walked
off site at any point. We had
to convince them to choose
to stay with us, not run away
now that they were on English
soil. They had to feel safe, to
trust us, to believe that we
were working as hard as we
could to reunite them with

their families, and move
them into more permanent
accommodation.
We knew that the best way
to do this was by building
relationships and creating a
strong culture of trust. While
we put in place fun and active
activities for throughout the
day; sports, entertainment,
ESOL lessons, we also
prioritised support, listening
and relationship building.
Our delivery was underpinned
by three things; true
partnership working, the
power of the community,

and the dedication of the
Catch22 team. In tandem with
PGL, Devon County Council,
the police, our commercial
partners, local volunteers
and refugee groups, the boys
left transformed; happier,
healthier and safe.The local
community rose to the
challenge admirably, collecting
donations of clothes, books,
art materials and toys suitable
for their age.
Most importantly, by focusing
on trauma led practice and
addressing their mental and
physical needs, our team was
able to make the young boys
feel like children again.

It’s easy to believe that today we live in
an unkind and unwelcoming society,
but this experience proved just the
opposite. This generosity of both spirit
and goods didn’t let up during the
whole of our time at Beam House.
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Collaborating with Catch22
FRANCESCA POLLARD
deliver our work through
blended funding; a mixture
of social investment, trust
and foundations funding
and corporate income. The
majority of our income
comes from delivering public
service contracts. We work
with over 80 local authorities
as well as a wide range of
commissioners, from Police
and Crime Commissioners
through to social investors.
Catch22 is always looking
for new ways to improve the
lives of young people, families
and wider communities. We
make sure that our services
meet local need, working with
commissioners and partners
to create meaningful change
in people’s lives.
We believe that by building
trusted relationships, we are
better able to serve those we
seek to help. This stands true
for the relationships we build
with our delivery partners.
While our services are always
underpinned by safeguarding,
best practice and robust
procedures,they are also
built on collaboration and
innovation.
We’re not funded like a
traditional charity. We

We are always exploring ways
to improve the delivery of
public services through pilot
schemes, partnerships and
impact investing. The new
economic climate makes
this a necessity, but we’re
optimistic about how this new
environment could catalyse
change.
But we can’t do it alone.
We’re always looking for
new partners, innovators
and collaborators. If you are
interested in working with us
to transform lives and build
stronger communities, please
get in touch with me.
Francesca Pollard, Deputy
Chief Executive
Fran.pollard@catch-22.org.uk
020 7336 4800
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